North American Arms of Provo, Utah has been producing exquisite .22 caliber Mini-Guns
since the 1980s in several versions. All versions are five-shooters and as with the Ruger Old Army
and the original Remington percussion revolvers, these little guns also have a slot between
chambers to accept the hammer. They are safely carried fully loaded with five rounds when the
hammer is resting in one of these slots.

The cylinder pin is spring-loaded and when
removed, allows the cylinder to be taken out of
frame, unloaded using the cylinder pin as an
ejector, loaded, replaced, and then the cylinder
pin also put back in place. This is not a fast
operation to be sure, but then again these are not
designed as primary defensive weapons but as
last-ditch, save your-hide compact, extremely
compact, little firearms. New for 2005, the NAA
Mini-Guns are now available chambered in .17
HMR and.17 Mach 2. Both of these cartridges
debuted a few years ago with the .17 Hornady
Magnum Rimfire based on a necked down .22
Magnum Rimfire, while the .17 Mach 2 is based
on a shortened necked down .22 Long Rifle, so
with the longer .17 bullet in place the overall
length of the Mach 2 is the same as the .22 Long
Rifle.
Many firearms originally shambered in .22
Magnum are now available in .17 HMR and .22
Long Rifle versions have received the .17 Mach 2
Treatment. Two models of .17 Rimfires are
offered by North American Arms. The most
compact version is the Model #NAA17LR with a
Mach 2 cylinder and a 1-1/8" barrel; the Model
#NAA17MC Convertible has two longer cylinders,
one for the .17 HMR and the other for the .17
Mach 2, and a 1-5/8" barrel.
I'm not sure why these little guns have front
sights since there are no rear sights and they point
shoot extremely well anyway, and if they every

have to be used seriously, it will be up-close
and sights will not be necessary. The .22 Mach
2 version with the 1-1/8" barrel clocks out at
1,050 fps with CCI's Mach 2 ammunition; the
same load in the 1-5/8" barreled Convertible
with the Mach 2 cylinder in place 1,215 fps.
Switching to the .17 HMR in the
Convertible Model gives the same basic muzzle
velocity. At across-the-card-table distances,
these little six guns can be point shot to hit
where aimed, and at this close range, there
would be no problem putting a bullet exactly
where one wanted it to go. Aside from this
serious nature, these little single-actions sixguns are fun for popping beverage cans at close range.
There's also a very serious side to these little Mini-Guns as they make great insurance
policies. There are times, situations, and clothing that make it very difficult to go armed and it is
not always possible to carry a .45 ACP 1911 or even a .38 Chief's Special. This is a niche filled
very nicely by any of the North American Arms Mini-Guns in either .22 or .17 caliber. They slip
easily and undetected in a shirt or vest pocket. These are not offensive weapons by any means,
but they can be lifesavers in a bad situation. If they are ever needed, it means the user is in a
world of hurt and the difference between life-and-death could easily be one of these little
Mini-Guns. North American Arms can be found at www.northamericanarms.com.
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